
Since our last newsletter in July, the
pace of EuroRAP’s development has
quickened yet again. Our programme
for the next three years will take us
from measurement to action.  

We can be proud that our risk
mapping, road protection scoring and
performance tracking are established
as new global standards for
measuring the safety of roads. 

However, the European 2010
target of saving 25,000 lives a year
compared with 2001 will not be
achieved without safer roads. We
now must make sure that action is
taken to save thousands of lives on
European roads. 

Over the next three years we must
force the pace. For an overview of
the EuroRAP III programme see
pages 7-8.

iRAP missions get under way

The first fact-finding missions by
iRAP pilot teams have taken place in
South Africa, Malaysia and Costa
Rica to prepare for thousands of
kilometres of road inspections. See 
page 6 for a report of the South 
African mission. 

Help us build community links

EuroRAP is starting to build links
with individuals prepared to 

talk about their personal experience
of road accidents damaging 
families and communities. If you
know of anyone who has been
affected in this way, please
encourage them to get in touch with
us via our website.

Assessment results at the double

August and September are busy
months for road assessment, with
EuroRAP results out in Germany last
month and due to be published in
Belgium at the end of this month. 

Farewell and thank you

Finally, we take this opportunity to
thank Dr Bohus Lukác at Slovakian
motoring club SATC for his
dedication to EuroRAP. Secretary
General Zoltan Bojar is personally
overseeing EuroRAP until a
successor is appointed.

Knowledge into action...
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EuroRAP recently surveyed the
views of people in nine European
countries on a range of road-

safety-related topics. Here, are
results of the final survey, which
asked what road safety investments
would save the most lives over the
next 10 years.

Most respondents wrongly believe
that investment in safer drivers is 
the most effective way to save lives.
An average of 60 per cent think
investment in safer drivers will yield
the best results, compared to 27 per
cent for safer roads and 13 per cent
for safer cars.  

Although most crashes stem from
driver error, Europe’s national safety
strategies show that safer road
design and layout would do most to
reduce the rate of death and serious
injury – especially in countries where
messages about better driver
behaviour and safer vehicles are

generally understood and accepted.
As the major failures in driver
behaviour – seatbelts, drink and
excessive speed – are tackled, some
experts believe that safer roads
could reduce deaths by up to 80 per
cent in the coming decades. 

To receive detailed results for your
country, click here.

Three in five back wrong
measures to save lives

SAFER ROADS SAVE LIVES
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‘Investment in which of the
following would save the most
lives in the next 10 years – safer
cars, safer drivers or safer roads?’
See the pie chart on this page for
an overview and page 3 for the
country by country percentages.

EURORAP’S 
MARKET
RESEARCH

TOTAL PERCENTAGE 

OF PUBLIC IN NINE 

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

Safer Drivers 
= 60%

Safer Roads
= 27%

Safer
Cars
= 13%
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SAFER ROADS SAVE LIVES

Click here to receive this chart by email as a high-resolution jpeg or EPS
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The higher the star rating, the lower
the number of crash victims – that is
the conclusion of a study of German
roads by the Institute of Road Traffic
of the University of Karlsruhe. 

The EuroRAP star-rating system
was used to assess 1,200 kilometres
of motorways by German motoring
club ADAC. It found 70 per cent of
motorways were 4 star, with the
remaining 30 per cent rated at 3 star. 

The study revealed that the four-
star motorways produced 50 per
cent fewer severe run-off accidents
than motorways with 3-star run-off
protection. This is a major finding of
international significance because
run-offs account for approximately
40 per cent of all severe accidents
on motorways. 

But ADAC analysis shows 

two thirds of all Germany’s fatal
crashes occur on country roads. 
Low standards of protection again
are the reason – 60 per cent of 

the network scored just 2 stars.
ADAC’s results have been shared

with German road authorities and
engineers to help the growing
understanding of the need for
systematic large scale programmes
to upgrade safety features on
Europe’s roads. 

See page 5 for this issue’s
‘member focus’ article on ADAC’s
new focus.

Study shows most die on
Germany’s country roads

ADAC’s specially equipped Mercedes Vito was used to assess the roads
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Opinion polls show ADAC
commands even more respect than
the Church in Germany. So when
ADAC throws its weight behind
making roads safer, the motoring
club has Germany’s full attention.

ADAC’s spokesman on road traffic
safety, Norbert comments: “Road
safety is one of ADAC’s most
important issues. We take every
opportunity to communicate safety
both directly to our 15.5 million
members and through the German
media to the general public.”

In a country of 82 million people
with 54 million vehicles, of which 
45 million are privately owned cars,

people expect high-quality roads.
Thanks to ADAC, there is a growing
awareness of risks posed by
different road types. However, just 
6 per cent of Germans in a recent
EuroRAP survey appreciated just
how many people die on the
country’s roads – 5,359 in 2005.

Norbert adds: “Our focus is to
continue to inform people about road
risks, while lobbying politicians to
invest in road improvements.”

Germany now has a new freedom
of information law that means ADAC
and EuroRAP can enjoy the same
access to accident data that is
commonly available in many other

countries. This data, together 
with inspections carried out by
ADAC’s specially equipped
Mercedes Vito, is providing new 
and compelling evidence.

A recent ADAC report showed
raising motorways’ run-off protection
from a 3-star rating to a consistent
four-stars would halve the number of
autobahn deaths in run-off crashes –
which are responsible for 40 per cent
of severe motorway crashes. 

ADAC’s focus this year is on
inspecting a further 3,000km of
country roads, where two thirds of all
Germany’s fatal crashes occur.
Germany’s Federal Highway
Research Institute (BASt) has been
asked to prepare a three-year
accident rate map to EuroRAP
protocols for the motorway system.

ADAC’s compelling analysis is
changing both public and political
perceptions. And with federal
governments joining the EuroRAP
programme, the drive for safer 
roads is set to move up a gear 
in Germany.

Drive for world-class
roads moves up a gear

Safer Roads Save Lives speaks to Norbert Klassen
(pictured), of the German motoring club ADAC, about 
how EuroRAP is giving a new focus to improving 
Germany’s road infrastructure
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In July, a EuroRAP team (pictured
right) working with AA South Africa,
carried out a fact-finding mission to
enable the first iRAP road
inspections in Africa to take place in
2007. Road-death rates in South
Africa are about five times those of
high-performing European countries,
with pedestrians particularly at risk. 

The team, supported by TRL,
examined roads in the province of
KwaZulu-Natal between Johannes-

burg and Durban, as well as holding
meetings with national and provincial
government officials and with toll
road operators.

In addition to scoping the
variations in the quality of the road
infrastructure, iRAP examined the
extent to which methods and
protocols developed for European
countries could be extended to low-
and middle-income countries. 

After seeing every road standard
from high-quality dual-carriageways

to gravel roads, the team came away
briefed with the key road safety
issues in South Africa. There is a
vast opportunity to improve
infrastructure – notably poor
roadside design and missed
opportunities for crash protection.
Many of the country’s vehicles are
old and unsafe. Road-user behaviour
is poor and there is a clear priority to
deliver key safety messages to the
emerging and increasingly mobile
middle-class.

Exporting safety lessons
to Africa’s high-risk roads 
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INITIATIVE ONE: 
Upgrading the TERN

EuroRAP is calling for high-risk
roads to be eliminated along
Europe’s main routes by bringing key
sections of the Trans-European
Road Network (TERN) up to a 4-star
standard. EuroRAP will upgrade the
road protection score to include
likelihood of crashes, as well as
protection to establish the 4-star
standard against which all sections
of the TERN can be benchmarked.
Roads that fall below these levels
will then provide focus for action. By

examining the TERN, EuroRAP can
demonstrate the road assessment
process in every EU country.

INITIATIVE TWO
Large-scale safety upgrades

Working with ‘beacon’ authorities in
countries across Europe, EuroRAP
plans to show what can be achieved
by upgrading road infrastructure
safety. In partnership with national
motoring clubs, these demonstration
projects will show the practical
counter-measures that can upgrade
the safety of high-risk roads and

slash the toll of deaths and serious
injuries. These showcases for safer
road design will reveal how
thousands of lives a year can be
saved across Europe. The
programmes are expected to show
huge economic savings, even in 
top-performing countries. In eastern
Europe, which is typically 30 years
behind northern Europe in making
roads safe, the savings in lives will
be even greater.

INITIATIVE THREE
Targeting high-risk road-users

Motorcyclists account for only one or
two per cent of traffic in Europe. Yet
when EuroRAP examined severe 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8 

Five new initiatives to
save lives by 2010
On this and the following page Safer Roads Save Lives looks at five
key initiatives from EuroRAP’s new three-year programme, which is
planned to start in 2007. These initiatives will take us from the
measurement of poor road infrastructure to demonstrating the action
needed to save lives on a large scale.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
crashes on some national networks,
it found many road sections where
more than 30 per cent of serious
crashes involved motorcyclists.
EuroRAP will be investigating road
networks across Europe to identify
where and how motorcyclists die in
road crashes. Using new best-
practice guidelines drawn up by the
motorcycle industry, EuroRAP will
match road safety features to crash
data and identify countermeasures
that will help safeguard
motorcyclists. There will also be
much work on pedestrian safety.
EuroRAP will work also with
manufacturers, hauliers and
authorities on crashes involving
trucks and highlight which
infrastructure measures are the most
effective in reducing risks.

INITIATIVE FOUR 
Why people die in built-up areas

EuroNCAP helped car manufacturers
make great advances and many new

cars now reach 5-star protection
standards. But a new EuroRAP
scoping study using crash data from
four European countries has shown
that a staggering 30 per cent of all
car-occupant deaths still take place
at speeds of under 70kph. Many die
when vehicles hit rigid unforgiving
roadside objects, such as trees and
lamp-posts, or at poorly laid-out
junctions that invite brutal side-
impacts. This initiative, involving both
road and vehicle engineers, will
show how they must work together
to design a single system to protect
road-users. It is likely that the focus
will be on stopping high-energy
crashes involving turning vehicles
and on the design of safety fencing
and forgiving roadside furniture that

‘crumple’ in sympathy with the
crumple zones in 5-star cars.

INITIATIVE FIVE
Consumer protection

As Europe prepares to debate new
legislation on safe road
infrastructure, EuroRAP plans to look
at national legal frameworks that are
failing to protect life on the roads.
When a major rail or air crash takes
place, everything is done to ensure
the crash is not repeated. Modern
health and safety and product liability
laws demand that we are not
exposed to high risks. Environmental
legislation even protects animals
when new roads are designed. Yet
EuroRAP is identifying thousands of
risky road sections where people die
routinely and predictably because
affordable action is not taken. Now –
working with progressive politicians,
lawyers, consumer protection
experts and engineers – EuroRAP
will plan a 21st century framework to
make roads safe.  
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The UK’s Highways Agency is
investigating novel methods of
protecting road-users from 
impacts involving trees – such as
energy-absorbing wrappings or
crash cushions. 

It is seeking viable alternatives
because conventional safety fencing
can be aesthetically unappealing in
some rural locations. Plus the
Agency needs to find new ways of
overcoming the frequent problem 
of insufficient space between trees
and the road.

The Highways Agency would be
very interested in receiving
information about tree-protection

systems. The information should be
emailed to Martyn Jones and copied
to philippa.varey@eurorap.net

Tree protection appeal

DIARY DATES

Autumn 2006 Road Protection Score published in Ireland 
October 2006 New risk maps published in Belgium 
October 2006 Road Protection Score published in Croatia
November 2006 New pan-European risk map
November 2006 Updated pan-European progress report
28-30 November 2006 Technical Committee meeting for EuroRAP

members in Prague
23-29 April 2007 UN Global Road Safety Week featuring young 

road-users
May 2007 General Assembly meeting for EuroRAP

members in Barcelona
May-June 2007 G8 in Germany

Safer Roads Save Lives is produced for EuroRAP by Philippa Varey (pictured). 

Please click here with feedback on this issue, suggestions for future topics or 

to change your contact details. To email this ezine to a friend, please click here.

EuroRAP’s financial sponsors:

THEME FOR THE NEXT ISSUE 

The effect that road accidents
have on the community will be
the key theme in October. 
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